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	Writing a book is tempting, many ideas and topics, idea after idea, topic upon topic,

	what to elaborate, which one to mention, the reader must find a satisfying answer,

	enough knowledge; and overlooking or going-by topics is a painful choice for the

	author, as space is limited, a hard decision is to be made without compromising

	what should be transferred to the audience. Writing a scientific book is like navigat-

	ing across the Nile, the Mediterranean, the Atlantic, or the Indian Ocean in a boat or

	a glass submarine, looking and searching for known and unknown species, appreci-

	ating diversified colors and variety of sizes, and collecting knowledge for benefit in

	the near future. For a third time, I navigated, explored, day and night, when cold or

	hot, whether windy or breezing, without tolerating a least chance to know and learn.





	Networking is a field of integration of hardware and software, protocols and

	standards, simulation and testbeds, wired and wireless, VLSI and communication,

	an orchestrated harmony that collaborates dependably, all for the good of a con-

	nected well-performing network. That is the charm of networking, of life in a civi-

	lization that recognizes differences and goes on.





	In introductory computer networking books, chapter sequencing follows the

	bottom-up or top-down architecture of the seven layers protocol. This book starts a

	few steps after, both horizontally and vertically, the view and understanding are get-

	ting clearer, with chapter ordering based on topics significance to the elaboration of

	wireless sensor networks (WSNs) concepts and issues.
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Playing with VideogamesRoutledge, 2008
This book enlarges the discussion of mobility from tools and technologies to employees working in multiple places and between them Matti Vartiainen (Helsinki University of Technology, Finland)     

       Playing with Videogames documents the richly productive, playful and social cultures of videogaming that support, surround and sustain...
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The SIM Guide to Enterprise ArchitectureCRC Press, 2009

	It is amusing that the first part of this book to be read is the last part to be written.
	It provides, however, an opportunity to share with you a little about how writing
	and editing this book has changed my thinking not just about enterprise architecture
	(EA), or about the role of information technology (IT) and IT professionals in...
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The Focal Easy Guide to Adobe Audition 2.0Focal Press, 2006
"Very helpful are the copious and easy to interpret screenshots...Topics can be found easily."
 - Pro Audio Review, Aug. 2006     

       Software packages are complex. Shouldn't software books make it easier? Simplify your life with the Focal Easy Guide to Adobe ® Audition ® 2.0! This short, full-color book...
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Quantum Leap: From Dirac and Feynman, Across the Universe, to Human Body and MindWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
This is a unique 21st-century monograph that reveals a basic, yet deep  understanding of the universe, as well as the human mind and body all  from the perspective of quantum mechanics and quantum field theory.
  This book starts with both non-mathematical and mathematical preliminaries. It  presents the basics of both non-relativistic and...
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Yocto for Raspberry PiPackt Publishing, 2016

	Create unique and amazing projects by using the powerful combination of Yocto and Raspberry Pi


	About This Book

	
		Set up and configure the Yocto Project efficiently with Raspberry Pi
	
		Deploy multimedia applications from existing Yocto/OE layers
	
		An easy-to-follow guide to...
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Excel 2010 SimplifiedVisual, 2010

	Get going with Excel 2010 quickly and easily with this Simplified guide


	Excel can be a complex program, and Excel 2010 includes new features and functionalities that require users of older versions to re-learn the application. Whether you're switching from an earlier version or learning Excel for the first time,...
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